Fair Usage Policy (Mobiles)
Our mobile services are designed for your personal, non-commercial use. We monitor the traffic on our
network and will take steps to suspend any numbers that we reasonably suspect do not conform to
personal use.
Indications of non-personal use may include, but are not limited to:






Dialling more than 99 unique numbers within a 30 day period
Texting more than 99 unique numbers within a 30 day period
Sending more than 3000 texts within a 30 day period
Making calls predominantly to 087 or 084 numbers, international calling cards, or call cashback
services
Making multiple calls or sending multiple SMS at once or within very short intervals of each other

You are responsible for monitoring your usage and will be charged for any use above your monthly
bundle allowance. We reserve the right to block your access to services if we believe your usage to be
excessive. Your inclusive allowance will be reset on the first working day of the following month.
Calls, texts and data used while roaming in the EU (and selected other countries) are included in your
bundle, or charged as per UK use where bundles have not been applied or have been exhausted. Our
service is intended for use mostly within the UK, so if we see that you spend more time abroad than in
the UK and use more services abroad than in the UK in any four month period, we may contact you to
clarify your residential status.
You will have 14 days to respond, after which we may apply a small surcharge to your published
roaming rates. This surcharge is currently capped (inc VAT) at:




3.2p per minute of voice calls
1p per SMS
0.62p per MB of data

You currently have full access to your data bundle while roaming. We reserve the right to apply a cap to
data roaming, based on EU regulations, of twice the volume of data that can be bought by the value of
your monthly contract at the wholesale roaming data price cap.
In order to prevent fraud and to protect customers against instances of “bill shock,” we will take
action to restrict your services if we believe your use of the service in any calendar month to be
excessive.

